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When you are told it’s bed time do you say …..

That’s not what happens at all is it?
First you go to the bathroom.
Then you brush your teeth.

Yes

Then you get undressed.

Time is how long it takes to do things.
You could say…..
I’ll be in bed in
I’ll be in
the time it takes
bed in 10
to brush my
minutes.
teeth and get
undressed.

Then you put your night clothes on.
At last you get into bed.
And suddenly you are in
bed just like magic!

Clocks Without A Tick Poem

You could say …..
I’ll sleep
for 10
hours.

I’ll sleep
until it
gets light.

A day and a night are the times between the
sun rising in the morning and setting in the
evening and then the sun rising again.

Perhaps at first the only measures of time were
a day and a night.

But suppose you wanted to visit someone ……

Now there were three times a day they could
be sure of.

As the earth spins slowly round every day, the
sun seems to shine from a different place, and
the shadows move.

Sunrise, or dawn.

Shadows were used to make a sun clock .

Time has passed while you were getting ready
for bed and time will pass while you are asleep.

If you said ……

They noticed that ‘midday’ was when the sun
was highest in the sky.

I’ll come
tomorrow.

That could mean any time
between sunrise and sunset.
So people started to divide up
the day.

Probably the very first way to tell the time was
using a stick stuck in the ground.
Someone probably noticed that the stick’s shadow
moved across the ground and used it to help
them tell how much time had passed.

Midday, or noon.

The shadow of the sun points to a number on a
circular disc that shows you the time. On this
sundial the shadow points to 9, so it’s nine o’clock.

You could tell the
time of day from the
shadow of a stick.

And sunset.

But how do you tell the time when there’s no sun
shining to make a shadow?

But how could they divide up the rest of the day?

Water clocks were invented. They didn’t need
sunshine to tell people how much time had
passed.
Bowls were filled with water and
had a small hole near the bottom.
As the water leaked out you
could tell the time by looking
at the marks on a rod.

This is a sundial.
sundial
Sundials were used
thousands of years ago
to tell the time.
They use the sun to tell
the time.

Long ago an hour glass was used to
tell how much time had passed. An
hour glass works in the same way as
a water clock but it uses sand instead.
The sand takes a certain time to fall into
the bottom. Then you turn the hour glass
over and start again.
You probably have some of
these in your classroom but the
first hour glasses were used a
very long time ago.

Not long ago many people used to
have egg timers where the sand took
3 minutes to run through.
Just long enough to boil an egg!
This timer can
be set to up to
60 minutes – a
whole hour!

How many other
timers can you
think of?

A stop watch.

Timers on video or CD players.

Timers on microwaves and cookers.
Can you think of any more?

This is a candle clock that was used a
very long time ago. There are marks
on the side to tell you how much time
has passed.
If you put a heavy nail into the wax it could be
used as an alarm clock. When the wax melted
down to the nail the nail would fall into a tin
pan and make a noise to wake you up!
Clocks Without A Tick Poem

The hour hand (the short one) goes right round
twice every day .
There are 24 hours in a day.

The very first ‘clockwork’ clocks had no ‘face’.
To tell the time, a bell rang on every hour.
Then much later, clocks were given faces with
numbers around them but they only had one
pointer called a hand. This pointer went round
and showed the time.

The hands always go round the same way.
They go round ‘clockwise
clockwise’.
clockwise

This is a picture of a very famous clock in London.
It’s called …….

Big Ben!

Sometimes they used an hour glass
Which didn’t need the sun,
And when the sand had trickled through,
They knew an hour was done.

So if you haven’t got a clock
Then think about this rhyme,
And you can make a clock yourself
That tells the proper time!
By Suzanne Ives

Nowadays many clocks don’t have hands.
They have moving numbers.
Do you know what these clocks are called?

If things go round the
other way they go
round
‘anti
antianti-clockwise’.
clockwise

What kind of watch do you
have and can you use it to
tell the time?

The hands on the clock go round and round,
Round and round, round and round.
The hands on the clock go round and round.
To tell us all the time.
The short hand on the clock goes round and round
Hour by hour, hour by hour.
The short hand on the clock goes round and round
To tell us all the hour.
hour
(1, 2, 3, 4)
The big hand on the clock goes round and round
Minute by minute, minute by minute
The big hand on the clock goes round and round
To tell us how many minutes.
minutes
The hands on the clock go round and round……..

The hour hand (the short one) goes right round
twice every day because there are 24 hours in a
day.
day

The second hand (the thin one)
goes round once every minute.

They are called digital clocks.

Small clocks that you can
carry with you are called
watches.
watches

Most clocks number the hours from one to twelve.

The minute hand (the long one) goes
round once every hour.

Later still a shorter pointer, the minute
hand was added.
Nowadays clocks often have a third hand; a
long thin hand that you can see moving.
Do you know what this hand measures?

The minute hand (the long one) goes
round once every hour.
hour
There are 60 minutes in an hour.
The second hand (the thin one) goes
round once every minute.
minute
There are 60 seconds in a minute.

These clocks and watches all have two hands.
The short hand points to the hours and the
long hand point to the minutes.
minutes.

There are all kinds of clocks that tell
the time…..
This is a pendulum clock.
clock It has a
pendulum that swings left and
right to help turn the hands of the
clock.
This is a wind up
clockwork alarm clock. It
has a key in the back
that turns to make it go.

In olden days there were no clocks
To tick away the time,
And yet they knew what time it was
Without a clock to chime.
They watched the sun up in the sky
At evening, dawn and noon;
And so they never got up late
Or went to bed too soon.

The big hand is busy
But the small hand has power.
The big one counts the minutes.
minutes
But the little one names the hour.
hour
When both hands stand at the top together,
It's sure to be twelve o'clock.
But whether that's twelve at noon
or twelve at night …………..
Depends on if it's dark or light!

They used a clever shadow clock –
A stick stuck in the ground,
And as the daytime slowly passed,
The shadow moved around.

Or else they made a candle clock
And watched it burn away,
As it passed the hourly lines
They knew the time of day.

There's a neat little clock,
In the schoolroom it stands,
And points to the time,
With its two little hands.
And may we, like the clock,
Keep a face happy and bright,
With hands ever ready,
To do what is right.

